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Abstract

Quality control is an integral part in all production industry. One impor-
tant part of this control is the examination of the surface structure. This is
especially important in automotive industries where the visual appearance
is a big part of the general perception of quality for the customer. Struc-
ture defects and irregularities become even more apparent in trucks than in
cars due to the large flat vertical surfaces being painted. In this thesis we
explore the possibilities of modeling the relation between primer structure
and top coat structure in truck cabs at Volvo Trucks, Umeå, Sweden. We
also investigate how the painting parameters of the primer affect the struc-
ture of the top coat. The study regarding the structure is conducted on
previously collected data (N = 384). Due to the measurements not having
been taken on the same specimen throughout all treatments in the process
the cabs with primer measurements are matched to the top coat measure-
ments based on proximity in production ID number. Significant models are
found (P < 0.001) and they perform marginally better than the null model
in cross-validation. An experiment is designed to investigate the effects of
primer painting parameters (paint flow, bell speed and oven temperature)
on the top coat surface (N = 20). The models constructed from the selected
painting parameters were significant (P < 0.001) with the best model having
an R2 of 0.88. We conclude that in a lab setting we can use the painting pa-
rameters to predict the structure of the top coat. We make efforts to validate
our study including measuring cabs in production. Results are discussed and
we give suggestions for further investigation.



Sammanfattning

Kvalitetsstyrning är en viktig del i all produktionsindustri. En del i detta är
att utvärdera ytstruktur. Detta är särskilt viktigt i fordonsindustri där utse-
ende är en stor del av kundens uppfattning om produktens kvalitet. Struk-
turdefekter och oregelbundenheter syns ännu tydligare på en lastbil än på
en personbil på grund av de stora vertikala ytorna som målas. I denna upp-
sats utforskar vi möjligheterna att modellera relationen mellan strukturen
på grundlack och täcklackens struktur på Volvo Trucks, Umeå. Vi undersö-
ker också hur målningsparametrarna för grundlacken påverkar strukturer på
täcklacken. Studien gällande strukturen genomförs på tidigare insamlad data
(N = 384). På grund av att de tidigare mätningarna inte är gjorda på samma
hytt genom alla behandlingar i processen matchar vi grundlacksmätningar-
na med täcklacksmätningarna baserat på den som ligger närmast vad gäller
ID-nummer från produktion. Signifikanta modeller hittas (P < 0.001) och de
presterar marginellt bättre än nullmodellen i korsvalidering samt validering
i produktion. Ett experiment designas för att undersöka effekterna av para-
metrar för grundlackering (färgmängd, klockhastighet och ugnstemperatur)
på täcklackens struktur (N = 20). Modellerna som skapades från experi-
mentet var signifikanta (P < 0.001) och den bästa modellen hade ett R2

på 0.88. Vi drar slutsatsen att i labmiljö kan vi använda grundlackens mål-
ningsparametrar för att predicera strukturen på täcklacken. Vi gör ansatser
att validera våra modeller bland annat genom att mäta hytter i produktion.
Resultaten diskuteras och vi ger förslag för vidare studier.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Background and Problem Description

The field of surface metrology is relevant for many industries today such as the
medical industry, automotive industry, production of computer components, and
manufacturing optical components [1]. It is not only used in the manufacturing
of precision or performance critical hardware, but also as a quality control tool in
other manufacturing industries [2]. As discussed by Jiang et. al. in their article
series Paradigm shifts in surface metrology, it is a field that has gone through many
changes. From the beginning only measuring with eye and thumbnail, to using
stylus based instruments to currently now using digital and optical measurements.
Increasing capabilities by moving from profile measurements to areal measurements
and increasing resolution greatly [1] [3]. The modern measurement methods work
well for automatic measurements and error detection, and have been applied for
fixing defects and problems automatically [4].

The studied surfaces can have many characteristics. They can be made of many
different materials such as wood, glass, metals, or plastics. They could be untreated
or painted with various paints. The surfaces could be flat or curved. What the
producers of all these surfaces have in common is that they, to some extent, face
irregularities or defects in the structure of the surface. This includes problems,
among others sagging, dirt, craters, and orange peel [5].

In the automotive industry the finished product is usually composed of coated
metals and plastics. The coating is usually applied in several layers. Common steps
for the automotive painting process are: pretreatment, electrocoating, painting
with primer and then, depending on the desired finish, either painting the surface
with a top coat, or a base coat followed by a clear coat [6].

The first Volvo truck was created in 1927 [7]. Compared to today these trucks were
very rudimentary. Today Volvo Trucks are one of the worlds largest producers of
heavy duty trucks. They aspire to produce premium vehicles [8]. Thus it is imper-
ative that customers view their product as high quality. A big part in percieved
product quality in the automotive business is visual quality (appearance) and in
the automotive business this includes, among other things, surface finish and paint
finish [9]. Getting a perfect coating consistently is, as mentioned, by no means
easy but Volvo Trucks are continuously working with improving their processes
to minimize defects and improve quality through continuous optimizations at the
plants and through research initiatives.

In this project we will study the structure of vertically painted surfaces on trucks
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of the color Winter White produced at Volvo Trucks’ factory in Umeå. Today the
quality control of the coating is primarily measured on top coating of the trucks.
If measuring was carried out in more steps of the process they could understand
more about what influences the final result as well as detect irregularities sooner.
Because of this, the study will focus both on how the parameters of the painting
of primer influence the structure of the top coat, as well as how the structure of
the primer relate to the structure of the top coat.

1.2 Research Setting

At their production plant in Umeå they employ over 1 200 people and it has a
capacity to produce 75 000 truck cabs per year. They perform pressing, assembly
and painting of truck cabs which are then delivered for final assembly off site.

Volvo Trucks position themselves as a premium producer of trucks and as thus are
constantly aiming to improve their processes and raise their level of quality. The
factory in Umeå is home to what is internally called Cab Competence Center. As
a part of this many of the routines and standards used globally for cab production
by the company are developed in Umeå.

1.3 Purpose and Goal

The aim of this project is to help Volvo Trucks in improving their painting process
by investigating the influence of primer on the level of structure (sometimes called
orange peel) in top coat. Both the processes parameters of primer application, and
the structure of the primer will be analyzed. Models will be developed describing
the relation between these factors and resulting orange peel in top coat using
design of experiments (DOE) methodology and regression analysis.

When the project is finished the aim is to have answered the following ques-
tions:

• How do the structure measurements of primer influence the structure mea-
surements in top coat?

• How do the parameters of the primer painting process influence the structure
in top coat?

1.4 Related Work

At Volvo Trucks factory in Umeå there has been some studies conducted. Conrads-
son and Johansson [10] researched the possibility of creating a root-cause analysis
system for orange peel in their thesis paper.
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Also at Volvo, Rönnqvist and Sjölund [11] developed an automated defect control
using Phase Step Deflectometry and Convolutional Neural Networks in their thesis.
Work has been carried out at the factory in Umeå trying to generalize their findings
to include not only point defects but also structure defects.

In regards to work done on orange peel measurement systems Salvador Soy and
Öhrström [2] presents in their thesis, performed in collaboration with IKEA, the
differences, weaknesses, and strength of several commonly used surface metrol-
ogy instruments. Among these are the wave-scan and Optimap used in this
project.

Akafuah et al. [6] reviewed the developments and evolution of the automotive
painting process and discussed recent trends. They provide a good overview of
the painting process and the article can serve as good preparatory reading to
understand the steps and mechanisms present in the process.

Bastani et al. [12] studied how different parameters of ED and primer (Gloss,
Thickness and ED Roughness) affect the visual appearance of a painted surface.
This is related to our study. However their response variable is currently not
used by Volvo Trucks and the experiment is performed on a different paint sys-
tem.

1.5 Disposition

The report will contain analysis of two separate data sets for two different purposes.
We will however follow the traditional report disposition of IMRAD (Introduction,
Method, Results and Discussion) along with some theory useful for the reader not
familiar with all the statistical methods used.

3
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2 Theory

In this section we will present the theory used throughout the report. It is regarding
the design of experiments and response surface methodology, as well as regression
metrics used to evaluate regression models.

2.1 Measurement

2.1.1 Laser Scan

Laser Scanning is a method of measuring surface quality. It works by a laser
being moved across the surface of interest and then measuring the reflection. This
method can only be carried out on high-gloss surfaces as the lower-gloss surfaces
do not reflect the laser well enough. The values measured are, among others, N1
and N3 which are supposed to represent the visibility of the surface structure from
1 meter and 3 meters distance on a scale from 1 to 10. The lower the values the
less structure visible. One instrument using this technology is the wave-scan dual
produced by BYK Additives & Instruments.

2.1.2 Phase Step Deflectometry

Phase step deflectometry is a method of measuring surface quality and defect de-
tection. A sinusoid pattern is projected on the surface of interest and a photograph
of the surface is taken. The pattern is shifted in phase and frequency and another
picture is taken. The process is repeated a number of times. The pictures are then
processed to acquire information of interest. This could be key values such as cur-
vature or texture at different wavelengths or the height curve of the surface. This
method can measure structure on low-gloss surfaces as well as high-gloss surfaces.
One instrument using this technology is the Optimap PSD produced by Rhopoint
Instruments.

2.2 Design of Experiments

2.2.1 About Design of Experiments

Design of experiments (DOE) as a methodology was discussed by Fisher [13] and
dealt with the restrictions of conducting experiments in practice, with examples
from agriculture. He outlined several principles to be followed when designing an
experiment such as randomization and orthogonality. He also proposed factorial
design as an alternative to varying the parameters of an experiment one at a time.
A basic two level factorial design in two variables would correspond to the corner
points of the square in Figure 1. The advantages of following this methodology is
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lowering the amount of runs, while at the same time acquiring information about
possible interaction effects. Testing 3 parameters using DOE methodology requires
only 8 runs, which produces 4 runs with high factor level and 4 runs with low factor
levels for each parameter. For visualization it might help thinking of the runs as
corner points of a cube.

2.2.2 Central Composite Design

Figure 1 – Rotatable CCD with 2 factors. The points correspond to factor levels
in an experiment run [14].

To get a response surface we need more measurements than the 2 levels used in
factor scanning. Because of this we use Central Composite Design (CCD). Re-
peated measures of a center point gives an approximation of the variation inherent
in the process/measurement. To discover higher order effects we measure points
that are above the higher levels and below the lower levels. A common CCD is
illustrated in Figure 1. It is done in 2 factors but it can easily be extended to more
factors. One desirable property for the design is rotatability, which means that
the prediction variance is only depending on the distance from the center point,
and not on the direction. [14].
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2.3 Model Evaluation

2.3.1 Model comparison and testing

To compare a regression model

y = βX + ε, (1)

where y is the vector of responses, β is the vector of regression parameters, X is
the design matrix and ε is the vector of errors, to another model we look at the
difference between residual sum of squares for the models. This is denoted RSS
and calculated by

RSS = (y − ŷ)T (y − ŷ),

where ŷ is the vector of predicted values for X. The RSS for the null model is
commonly denoted as total sum of squares, or TSS.

TSS = (y − ȳ)T (y − ȳ),

where ȳ is the mean of y. We also use the degrees of freedom, df , for each model.
This is calculated by

df = n− p,

where n is number of observations and p is number of parameters. The difference
in RSS is used jointly with df in expression

F =
(RSSω −RSSΩ)/(dfω − dfΩ)

RSSω/dfΩ

(2)

where subscript Ω signifies value for more complex model and subscript ω value for
less complex model. (2) can be shown to be F-distributed under the null hypothesis
that the models are equal, or

H0 : βΩ−ω = 0

where βΩ−ω are the parameters included in the more complex model but not in
the less complex model, with (p − 1, n − p) degrees of freedom. For values of F
larger than the α quantile we reject H0 at the significance level α.

2.3.2 Coefficient of Determination (R2)

Following reasoning about RSS and TSS in Section 2.3.1 we introduce the coef-
ficient of determination

R2 = 1− RSS

TSS
.
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R2 can easily be shown to be in range [0, 1] where R2 = 0 means none of the original
variation from the null model has been explained by the model, and R2 = 1 means
we have a perfect fitting model.

To adjust for model complexity adjusted R2 is used. This penalizes for model size.
Adjusted R2 is calculated as:

R2
Adj = 1− RSS/(n− p)

TSS/(n− 1)
.

2.3.3 Hat-Matrix

The least square estimate β̂ of β for a regression model as described in (1) mini-
mizes

eT e = (y −Xβ)T (y −Xβ),

where e are the residuals. Differentiating with respect to β and setting to zero we
get

XTXβ̂ = XTy,

which are called the normal equations. We also have

β̂ =
(
XTX

)−1
XTy,

Xβ̂ = X
(
XTX

)−1
XTy,

leading to
ŷ = Hy,

whereH = X(XTX)−1XT is called the hat-matrix and is the orthogonal projection
of y onto the space spanned by X. We also have

e = y − ŷ = (I −H)y = (I −H)Xβ + (I −H)ε = (I −H)ε,

where I is the identity matrix. Because of idempotence and symmetry of (I −H),
we have that the covariance matrix of e is

V ar(e) = V ar[(I −H)ε] = (I −H)σ2, (3)

assuming that the covariance matrix of ε is

V ar(ε) = σ2I.
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2.3.4 Shapiro-Wilk Normality Test

Shapiro-Wilk normality test [15] tests the null hypothesis whether the observations
from a sample are normally distributed. The formula for calculating the test
statistic W is

W =
(
∑n

i=1 aix(i))
2∑n

i=1(xi − x̄)2
,

where xi is the ith observation of the sample, x(i) is the ith order statistic for the
sample (x(1) is the smallest number, x(2) the second smallest etc). x̄ is the sample
mean and ai is given by

(a1, . . . , an) =
mTV −1

‖mTV −1‖
.

Lastly,
mT = (m1, . . . ,mn)

denotes the vector of expected values from a standard normal order statistics and
V is the corresponding covariance matrix.

The calculated W is tested against a distribution which depends on n. If the
probability of observing aW less than or equal to calculatedW at significance level
α we reject the null hypothesis that data comes from a normal distribution.

2.3.5 Outliers

An outlier is an observation for which the response differs greatly from the expected
response for given predictor variables. To detect outliers we can look at studentized
residuals. These studentized residual ti for observation i is defined as:

ti =
yi − ˆy(i)

σ2
(i)

√
1 + xi(XT

(i)X(i))−1xi
.

The subscript (i) signifies the variable from the model fit excluding observation i.
xi is the vector of predictors for the removed observation, X is the matrix of all
predictors and σ2 is the variance of the residuals. Such residuals are t-distributed
with n− p− 1 degrees of freedom under assumption of error normality.

Hypothesis testing is then performed to test if specific observation i is an outlier.
The ith observation is an outlier, and should be investigated further, at significance
level α if:

|ti| > t1−α/2(n− p− 1).

where t1−α/2 is the 1 − α/2 quantile of t-distribution with n − p − 1 degrees of
freedom.
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2.3.6 Leverage Points

Asserting that hi is the ith diagonal element of the hat matrix H explained in
Section 2.3.3, then hi are called leverages. Since the variance of ei is the ith
diagonal element of (3), i.e.

V ar(ei) = (1− hi)σ2

a large leverage would in turn make V ar(ei) small. It can be shown that
n∑
i=1

hi = p,

and therefore an average would be p/n. A rough rule is that leverages larger than
2p/n should be examined further.

2.3.7 Influential points (Cook’s distance)

Cooks distance Di for term i are defined as

Di =

(
ŷ − ŷ(i)

)T (
ŷ − ŷ(i)

)
pσ̂2

.

where the term ŷ is the fitted value for the full model. ˆy(i) is the fitted value for
the model without the observation i. p is the number of parameters estimated,
and σ̂2 the estimated variance. A guideline is that Di > 1 signifies large influence
and should be investigated further.

2.3.8 Likelihood

Let X be a random vector following a continuous probability distributions with
probability density functions f depending on parameters θ. Then the function

L(θ | x) = fθ(x)

is the likelihood of θ. It is to be considered the likelihood of θ (given value x of
X).

2.3.9 Akaike Information Criterion

The Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) is an estimator of the relative quality of
models based on likelihood. It is defined as

AIC = 2k − 2 · log(L̂)

where k is number of estimated parameters in the model and L̂ is the maximum
value of the likelihood function for the model. The model with lower AIC is
according to this estimator a better model.

9
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2.3.10 Mean Square Error

The mean square error (MSE) of a model is defined as:

MSE = (ŷ − y)T (ŷ − y)

where ŷ are predicted values for y.

10
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3 Method

3.1 Software

The analysis was carried out using R 3.6.1 [16]. Notable packages used were
faraway 1.0.7 [17], leaps 3.0 [18], and rsm 2.10 [19].

3.2 Historic Data

3.2.1 Initial Exploration and Matching Algorithm

Analysis of the data suggested by Volvo for this project was carried out. We
decided to only study one color, so we used the most prevalent one. Since the
aim is to study the effects of earlier painting processes on a final product it would
be optimal to study the same cabs throughout the process. However, due to the
nature of the data sets, this was not possible. The assumption from Volvo Trucks
was that the collected data was stable enough to extrapolate the information about
the characteristics of a process during a whole day from just the observations of a
couple of cabs.

An algorithm matching one-to-one the cabs from the data set of topcoat mea-
surements with the closest cab (with regards to assigned ID) from the data set of
primer measurements was constructed to mimic as closely as possible the measur-
ing of the same cab in all steps and minimize the time passed between painting the
cabs. This is explained further in Algorithm 1. This algorithm attempts to find a
specific truck from the primer data set in the top coat data set. If it does not find
a match it tries to find the ID of the truck from the primer data set ID± 1 in the
top coat data set. If it does not find a match there either it increments to try and
find ID ± 2 in the top coat data set, and so on.

That meant that for every measurement taken on the primer we had a correspond-
ing measure of the top coat. As can be seen to the left in Figure 2 there were some
observations that had a large difference in cab ID from it’s matching top coat
measurement. A cutoff was set to |IDprimer − IDtopcoat < 200|. 200 cabs roughly
correspond to the amount of cabs manufactured per day. After the cabs from the
two data sets were matched cleaning of the data set was carried out to remove
faulty measurements. There were some data entries or measurement errors caus-
ing some of the observations to have been measured as 0 across all wavelengths.
These measurements were removed. Other observations had values which were
orders of magnitude larger than other observations for a particular wavelength.
These observations were not removed as they could be legitimate observations and
any outliers would be handled in model evaluation.

11
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Algorithm 1 Match observations of primer data set with observations from top
coat data set
1. Let N be an empty data set, P be the set of measurements in the primer
data set, T be the set of measurements in the topcoat data set. Let i = 0.
2. Let IDi be all cab ID’s present in data set P ± i.
3. If there exist duplicates in IDi, remove the duplicate corresponding to mea-
surement in P with highest ID.
4. Find all IDi that are present in ID’s of data set T .
5. Remove corresponding measurements from both data set T and P . Join the
matching measurements and add them to data set N .
6. If P is empty: end algorithm.
7. Let i = i+ 1.
8. Go to 2.

3.2.2 Modeling

The data set containing the matched cabs (as explained in Section 3.2.1) was split
randomly into a training set containing 80% of the observations and a test set
containing 20% of the observations. Candidate linear regression models were con-
structed on the training set. Model selection was carried out through criterion
based procedures, using adjusted R2 and AIC while respecting the hierarchical
principle. Model evaluation was carried out through looking at diagnostic plots
and testing for outliers, influential points, and large leverages. Problematic obser-
vations were removed and the model refitted.

3.2.3 Validation

The estimated models were used to predict the observations of the test set and
contrasted against the null model to test the predictive power of the models.

To validate our models in production 4 cabs were first measured with the Optimap
after primer painting, and then the same cabs measured with the wave-scan after
top coat. The estimated models were used to predict the structure of the top coat.
This was then contrasted to the null model using mean square error (MSE).

12
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3.3 Panel Painting Experiment

To investigate the effects of primer-painting variables on top coat structure we de-
cided to construct a full factorial experiment with center points and axial points.
The parameters chosen were: oven temperature, paint flow and bell speed. The
models were created using data collected from samples painted in the paint labo-
ratory using an industrial paint robot. The samples for the experiment are 20 cm
by 30 cm panels. The coded experiment design is shown in Table 1.

Table 1 – Parameters for painting test panels

Run Paint Flow Bell Speed Temperature
1 1 −1 1
2 1 −1 −1
3 1 1 1
4 −1 1 −1
5 −1 −1 −1
6 −1 1 1
7 −1 −1 1
8 1 1 -1

9–14 0 0 0
15 − 4

√
8 0 0

16 0 0 4
√

8

17 0 0 − 4
√

8

18 0 − 4
√

8 0
19 0 4

√
8 0

20 4
√

8 0 0

3.3.1 Data Collection

Electro-coated panels were ordered internally for the experiment. 20 of them were
were then painted with a water based primer according to the design in Table 1.
All of them were painted with the same top coat settings. The top coat is solvent
based. The painted panels were measured 10 times each on 4 different occasions
resulting in a total of 800 measurements.

3.3.2 Exploring New Data

The data was explored by constructing figures illustrating how the responses de-
pended on the variables. ANOVA was constructed on model with panel as categor-
ical predictor. This allowed us to quantify the variance from the measuring system.
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To draw further conclusions ANOVA was also constructed on model with panel id
as predictor but only including measurements from the center point panels.

3.3.3 Modeling

Due to the high number of observations per panel, the panel means of N1 and N3
should be approaching the true value according to the central limit theorem. Linear
models were fitted using the mean values for each panel. The models considered
were full quadratic models with interactions. Variables that were significant at
significance level α = 0.05 were selected for the model. This resulted in one
model per response variable. Model diagnostics were carried out through checking
normality assumptions, and outliers.

3.3.4 Validation

The primer process parameters were changed for 17 truck cabs in production. Since
the paint robots in production are different from the one used to paint the test
panels we used percentage increases rather than nominal values. The top coat of
these trucks were then measured similarly to the test panels using the wave-scan,
and the results compared to the results predicted by the models. The experiment
setup is shown in Table 2

We also tried painting test panels with different parameter settings than the ones
used in the modeling and used our models to predict the structure of these panels.
The coded settings for these panels are shown in Table 3. The models were then
used to predict the structure of these panels.

Table 2 – Parameters for validation in production

Count Paint Flow Bell Speed
6 Baseline Baseline
6 +5% +3000 rpm
5 +5% on sides +8% on doors +3000 rpm
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Table 3 – Parameters for painting test panels for validation experiment

Run Paint Flow Bell Speed Temperature
1 4

√
8 4

√
8 4

√
8

2 4
√

8 4
√

8 − 4
√

8

3 4
√

8 − 4
√

8 − 4
√

8

4 − 4
√

8 − 4
√

8 − 4
√

8

5 − 4
√

8 − 4
√

8 4
√

8

6 − 4
√

8 4
√

8 4
√

8
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4 Results

4.1 Analysis of Previously Collected Data

4.1.1 Preliminary Data Analysis

It was concluded that the most common top coat color was 1103 (Winter White).
There were 3610 measurements from 899 cabs painted with the 1103 top coat.
These measurements will be referred to as the top coat data set.

The primer color that all the 1103 coats were painted with is called 1044 which is
a white primer. We selected all cabs that had been painted with the 1044 primer
from the data provided by Volvo, regardless of following top coat color. There
were 540 measurements from 135 cabs. These measurements will be referred to as
the primer data set.

In both the top coat data set and the primer data set the measurements were
carried out on 4 locations of each cab. One measurement on each side and one
on each door resulting in 4 measurements per cab. The measurements for the
top coat data set were made using the instrument wave-scan which utilizes laser
deflectometry to get information about the structure of the surface measured. The
measurements for the primer data set were made using the instrument Optimap
manufactured by Rhopoint, which utilizes phase step deflectometry to measure the
texture of surfaces.

An example row from each data set is presented in Table 4. The variables ta
through te represent texture in different wavelengths between 0.1mm and 30mm.
ta being the shortest wavelengths and te the longest. For the top coat measure-
ments, N1 represents the visual grading of the surface from a distance of 1m, and
N3 represents the visual grading from 3m distance.

Table 4 – Example rows from primer data set (top) and top coat data set (bottom)
with id numbers redacted.

ID View T ta tb tc td te N1 N3
redacted Right side 65.5 260.4 69.6 19.3 19.2 127.6 - -
redacted Left door - - - - - - 5.8 6.1

The cabs were matched as described in Section 3.2. The differences after the cutoff
are presented to the right in Figure 2. After the matching algorithm and the cutoff
we had 384 matched observations, corresponding to 96 cabs from the top coat data
set and primer data set respectively.
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Figure 2 – Distance between each cab measured on primer and matched cab
measured on top coat before applying cutoff (left) and after applying cutoff (right).
Red lines in left graph illustrate the cutoff.

To illustrate the variation in measurements from cab to cab the cab averages of
N3 are presented in order of cab id number in Figure 3. As can be seen from the
figure, it was difficult to distinguish any clear trend in the data.
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Figure 3 – All observations with moving average for top coat measurements. Blue
line is moving average for 25 cabs.

The characteristics of our responses and predictors are illustrated in Figure 4 where
we could see some clear correlation between of the variables. The response variables
N1 and N3 seemed collinear, with a correlation of 0.96, and for the predictors T
and ta seemed highly collinear, as did td and te. To avoid issues with collinearity
we removed T and te from the data set, which left us with 4 predictors.

4.1.2 Variance from Instrument

Creating models using cab ID and measurement location as categorical predictors
we could get an approximation of how much of the variance in the responses
were contributed by the instrument and how much by actual difference between
cabs and measurement locations. The variance contributed by the laser scanning
instrument was relatively high as shown in Figure 5. There we can see that the sum
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Figure 4 – Pairwise scatterplot of responses (top) and predictors (bottom).

of squares explained by the differences between cabs and measurement location in
both models amounted to under 50%. The rest can be assumed to have come from
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Table 5 – ANOVA for models predicting N1 and N3 with cab ID and measurement
location (View) as categorical predictors

Df Sum sq Pr(>F)

N1
ID 902 249.14 <0.001

View 3 7.63 <0.001
Residuals 2704 263.83 -

N3
ID 902 182.49 <0.001

View 3 7.12 <0.001
Residual 2704 196.40 -

the laser scan instrument.

4.1.3 Modeling

Criterions were checked for several candidate models and a model was chosen. For
N1, the best performing model was of the form:

N1(T ) = β0 + β1ta+ β2ta
2 + β3tb

2 + β4ta · tb (4)

However, due to the hierarchical principle we also decided to include tb. Looking
at the model diagnostic plots we could see some issues with the model. A Shapiro-
Wilks test on the residuals rejected the assumption of normality at significance
level α = 0.05. It also looked like we might have some influential points, points
with high leverage, and outliers. Formally testing for outliers, and looking at the
most influential points (see Sections 2.3.6, 2.3.5 and 2.3.7) we selected some points
of interest. After analyzing them 7 of them were removed, the model criterions
checked and model refitted accordingly. The removed observations are presented
in Table 6.

The model diagnostic plots are presented in Figure 5. The Shapiro-Wilks test no
longer rejects the normality assumption for the residuals. Neither could we see any
clear heteroscedasticity. There are still points with large leverages and somewhat
large residuals. However, this seems like an adequate model.

The same process was carried out for the model predicting N3. Once again we add
tb because of the hierarchical principle. The model is of the same form as (4). The
diagnostic plots once again were worrying and thus formal tests were carried out.
Normality of residuals was rejected through a Shapiro-Wilks test at significance
level α = 0.05. Outliers, large leverages and influential points were checked. 5
observations of interest were removed from the data set and the model refitted.
The removed observations are displayed in table 6.
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Figure 5 – Diagnostic plots for model for N1 after removing outliers.

Table 6 – Observations removed from data set for fitting model predicting N1

Num ta tb tc td N1 N3 Del(N1) Del(N3) Reason
64 128.9 48.4 29.0 30.6 6.2 6.5 X X Influential
670 533.6 79.4 43.8 59.3 5.9 6.2 X X Influential
690 367.7 70.0 37.7 252.9 4.6 5.0 X X Outlier
402 292.3 69.8 19.5 23.7 7.8 7.2 X X Outlier
654 177.7 65.8 26.6 31.5 7.2 6.7 X Outlier
510 268.3 69.6 9.6 27.6 6.8 6.7 X Outlier
574 330.6 69.9 28.6 11.9 7.0 6.8 X Outlier
370 128.9 48.4 29.0 30.6 6.2 6.5 X Outlier

The same conclusions as with the model for N1 were drawn. This model seemed
adequate. The normality assumption was not rejected at α = 0.05 significance
level. The diagnostic plots after removal of observations are shown in figure 6.
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Figure 6 – Diagnostic plots for model for N3 after removing outliers.

After trying our candidate models, carrying out model selection through selection
criterion (R2 and AIC), the final models estimated for the historical structure
measurements were:

N1(T ) = −3.7 + 0.045ta+ 0.17tb+ 3.5 · 10−5ta2 − 9.1 · 10−4ta · tb, (5)

N3(T ) = −0.094+0.059ta−0.024tb+3.5·10−5ta2+1.4·10−3tb2−1.1·10−3ta·tb. (6)

Figures illustrating selection criteria and intermediate model diagnostic plots for
both models are included in Appendix A and B.

4.1.4 Model Evaluation

The model for N1 had an adjusted R2 of 0.120, while the model for N3 had an
adjusted R2 of 0.128. Both models are significant at a level of P < 0.0001. In
cross-validation the model for N1 had a MSE of 0.105, compared to the null model
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having MSE of 0.118. The model for N3 had a MSE of 0.080 compared to the null
model having MSE of 0.092.

Using the models to predict the observations in the test set, the model for N1
had a MSE of 0.291 compared to the null model having an MSE of 0.327. The
model for N3 had a MSE of 0.150 compared to the null model having an MSE of
0.173.

4.1.5 Model Validation

Validating the estimated model for N1 on cabs measured in the process yielded a
MSE of 0.089. The null model had a MSE of 0.113. For N3 it was similar. The
estimated model yielded a MSE of 0.073. The null model had a MSE of 0.097.
The results are illustrated in Figure 7

Figure 7 – Square error from validation in process for models on N1 (left), and N3
(right). Blue dot indicates prediction from estimated model. Black dot indicates
prediction from null model.
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4.2 Analysis of Panel Painting Experiment

4.2.1 Preliminary Data Analysis

The data set consisted of 800 measurements, 40 from each test panel. The rela-
tionships between the painting parameters and the N1 and N3 measurements are
shown in Figure 8. It seems that paint flow and bell speed both have an effect on
N1 and N3. We also saw a slightly negative trend depending on temperature but
it was not as pronounced as the other variables.

Figure 8 – Box plots for all measurements taken on test panels

4.2.2 Variance from Instrument

Box plots of the measurements in batches of 10 (as they were measured) showed
that even using 10 observations the panels varied between batches. This either
meant that the structure of the panel had changed between measuring dates or
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that even with 10 measurements the instrument was unreliable. Box plots of all
batches across both responses can be found in Appendix C.

Models with panel as categorical predictor were constructed. Anova for these
models are presented in Table 7. For N1 53.1% of the variance in the data is
contributed by the difference between panels. For N3 that number is 33.7%.

Table 7 – ANOVA for models predicting N1 and N3 with panel as categorical
predictor

Df Sum sq Pr(>F)

N1 ID 19 146.42 <0.001
Residuals 780 129.26 -

N3 ID 19 50.37 <0.001
Residual 780 99.71 -

To further investigate where the variance in the data came from we constructed
the same model but including only the center points. The results of this ANOVA is
presented in Table 8 Neither of the models were significant and had very low sum
of squares associated with the panels. Therefore we can assume that the variance
not coming from panels come from the measuring instrument.

Table 8 – ANOVA for models predicting N1 and N3 for centerpoints with panel
as categorical predictor

Df Sum sq Pr(>F)

N1 ID 5 1.03 0.39
Residuals 234 45.77 -

N3 ID 5 0.233 0.91
Residual 234 35.11 -

4.2.3 Models

The final models estimated on the training set according to method described in
the method section were:

N1(s, f) = 13.9− 5.8 · 10−5s− 6.1 · 10−3f (7)

N3(s, f, t) = 12.4− 3.5 · 10−5s− 3.4 · 10−3f − 2.0 · 10−2t (8)

Where f is paint flow measured in ml/min, s is bell speed measured in rpm, and
t is temperature measured in ◦C. The models for N1 and N3 had R2 of 0.85 and
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0.88 respectively with all estimated predictors being significant at significance level
α = 0.05.

Contour plots of the models can be seen in Figure 9. The directions of steepest
descent per model is presented in Table 9.

Table 9 – Direction of steepest descent for models predicting N1 and N3 in test
panels

Response Paint Flow Bell Speed Temperature
N1 +44.31 +3565.28 -
N3 +42.10 +3603.95 +0.64
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Figure 9 – Contour plots for models fitted on primer parameters. Variables not
shown are held at baseline value.
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4.2.4 Model Evaluation

Model evaluation for the final models for N1 and N3 acquired from the experi-
ment was carried out by looking at the characteristics of the residuals. First the
normality assumption of the residuals was checked. This was checked through
looking at Q-Q plot of the standardized residuals and conducting Shapiro-Wilks
test. Normality of the residuals was tested using Shapiro-Wilks test. Normality
was not rejected for either model. Heteroscedasticity was checked for by plotting
residuals over predicted response. No apparent heteroscedasticity was found. The
plots from these tests are presented in figures 10 and 11.

Figure 10 – Model diagnostic plots for model predicting N1 from primer param-
eters.
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Figure 11 – Model diagnostic plots for model predicting N3 from primer param-
eters.

4.2.5 Model Validation

The validation carried out on the cabs that had their variables changed in the
process according to Table 2 was carried out. Since the ranges for N1 and N3 are
different in the panels used for our model than in production we investigated the
direction and size of the change in proportion to the baseline parameter settings.
Our models predicted that increasing paint flow by 5% would result in a 2.3%
decrease in N1 and a 1.4% decrease in N3. The real average percentage decrease
was 5.2% for N1 and a 5.1% decrease in N3. For increasing the paint flow by 6.5%
(average of 5% and 8%) and bell speed by 3000rpm we predicted a 6.2% decrease
in N1 and a 3.9% decrease in N3. The real average percentage decrease was 5.5%
for N1 and 5.6% for N3. These results are presented in Table 10

Table 10 – Results from validation experiment in production. f represents paint
flow, s represents bell speed, ∆p represents predicted percentual change, and ∆
reporesents actual percentual change.

Treatment ∆pN1 ∆N1 ∆pN3 ∆N3
+6.5%f,+3000rpm s −6.2% −5.5% −3.9% −5.6%
+5%f −2.3% −5.2% −1.4% −5.1%

Testing model for N1 on panels not included in the construction of the model,
as specified in Table 3, yielded a mean square error of 1.57. When looking at
the squared prediction errors we could see that one of the panels have an error
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substantially larger than the rest. This can be seen in Figure 12. With this panel
removed the mean square error was instead 0.39. Similarly with N3 we had a mean
square error of 0.43 for all of the 6 panels and 0.06 with the first panel removed.
In comparison, the residual sum of squares for the models were: RSSN1 = 0.028,
and RSSN3 = 0.008.

Figure 12 – Squared errors of model predictions on validation data set
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5 Discussion

5.1 Results Discussion

The results may seem intuitive to some, that what you paint below the top coat
affects the top coat, but this has been a topic of contention at Volvo. There had
not been a thorough study conducted yet and we hope that our results can give
some insight for Volvo. We think that the resulting models should be seen as a
proof of the methodology being a viable alternative to gain valuable insight into
how the painting process of a plant works through different steps. We set out
to answer two questions. We believe we have a conclusive answer to one – the
question of how the variables of primer painting influence top coat structure. On
the other hand, we think that the question about how the structure of the primer
influences top coat is not yet answered but our study indicated that it might be
something worth investigating further.

5.1.1 Previously Collected Data

The analysis of the previously collected data produced statistically significant mod-
els. However they did not have a high R2 meaning a lot of the variance present in
the data was not explained.

When we used the data set with the cabs matched as described in Algorithm 1 the
models performed better than the null model on the test set. We could gain some
predictive power from the models. This showed promise for predicting structure
of top coat based on structure of base coat. The models were somewhat similar.
This was expected due to the response variables being highly correlated as can be
seen in Figure 4.

5.1.2 Panel Painting Experiment

The results from the experiment design investigating primer painting parameters
showed how paint flow, bell speed, and temperature affect the surface structure
of the top coat – at least in the studied parameter range. The models are likely
specific to our parameter range and not possible to be generalized to describe
all possible parameter ranges. However, the models for the experiment carried
out showed clearly that the parameters used when painting primer influence the
structure in following top coat.

The final models both had R2 close to 90%. However, one has to take into ac-
count that these models were constructed using the mean values per panel. The
measurements had a lot of variance contributed by the instrument. This shows
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that if we were using a more accurate measuring instrument we could predict the
structure of the top coat accurately.

It would not be suitable to implement the models from the experiment to predict
trucks in production due to the circumstances the experiment was carried out
under being different from a production environment. It should also be noted that
it could be specific to the colors and paints studied, and even if the exact same
paint was used in a different robot, a different factory, or a different climate (for
example), the model would not be appropriate.

5.1.3 Validation

One of the validation efforts related to the panel painting experiment was the
changing of painting parameters of some cabs in production. The validation in
production was done in connection to work being done to optimize the structure
of the top coat unrelated to this project. This restricted the changes we were
able to try. This made this validation lack in power. We also did not have the
ability to vary all the parameters studied. It is not certain that the validation
would have been particularly useful anyways as discussed in section 5.1.2. The
results remain somewhat interesting since the changes we predicted would cause
a decrease in N1 and N3 actually did cause a decrease, albeit not as much of
a decrease as predicted. This validation would of course be more relevant if the
entire experiment was carried out in production.

Another validation carried out was painting additional test panels with parameter
configurations that the model was not built on. The validation carried out on
the test panels painted with new parameter settings gave us some insight. The
parameters for the painting of these panels actually lie outside of the spherical
parameter space the other panels are painted in, even though the parameter values
for each parameter has been used in the base experiment. This means that we are
extrapolating from the model which is not optimal. If this validation was redone
the parameters should be placed inside the original parameter space.

As noted in Section 4.2.5, one observation had a very large prediction error. It was
not accurately predicted by either model. This could be because of the response
surface changing drastically moving in that direction outside the sphere or it could
mean that it is a genuine outlier meaning that there was some complication in the
painting of that particular test panel. Overall, it was hard to draw any definitive
conclusions from this validation.
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5.2 Method Discussion

5.2.1 Semantics

Throughout the report we are refering to our response variables as measuring the
structure of the meaured surfaces. The goal of the project initially was to investi-
gate how primer influenced orange peel in top coat. Orange peel is a paint defect
that occurs when there is too much structure (amplitude) in certain wavelengths
of the measured surface, making the surface resemble the peel of an orange. It
is not an objective defect such as dirt, where you can objectively decide if there
is dirt included in the coating or not, it is rather on a scale. This means that if
you ask someone whether a truck cab has the structure defect orange peel or not
they might say "a little" instead of yes or no. To make it more clear what we
were actually measuring the decision was made to refer to structure throughout
the report instead of refering to orange peel. However, some of the measurements
with poor, meaning a lot of, structure might be considered to have the structure
defect orange peel.

5.2.2 Matching Algorithm

As is presented in the results section 4.1.1 the notion of the process being stable
enough to model on cabs close to each other in time, as done with the historical data
matched by algorithm 1, seems doubtful. However, our models for the historical
data showed promise.

The matching algorithm matched the cabs by ID, not by time. Some effort was put
into trying to find the exact time a specific cab had passed through a measuring
station but it was found to be too time consuming. It is likely that some of the
matches made by the algorithm are not actually matched to the cab that lie closest
in time to it from the other data set.

5.2.3 Decision of Painting Test Panels

While the painting process in the paint lab is similar to the one in production, it is
not exactly the same. The decision to conduct the experiments through painting of
test panels in the lab was made due to time constraints. It would not be feasible to
collect the data from the process within the scope of this project. This is due to the
fact that the measurements would have to be done by following the cab through
the entire process. The response variables N1 and N3 have different ranges in
production and in the test panels which makes validation of a model constructed
on test panels in production a difficult process.
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5.2.4 Choice of Parameters for Panel Painting Experiment

The parameters were chosen through discussion with paint lab technicians at Volvo.
The parameters chosen were considered as having the most effect on the structure
and being the easiest to control for a stable experiment. A more rigorous approach
would have been to have a larger amount of possible variables and conduct a
screening experiment to find the most influential variables.

5.2.5 Response Surface Methodology

Normally when conducting response surface methodology a factorial experiment is
conducted to find direction of steepest ascent, then stepping along this direction
is conducted to find a local optimum. The decision not to do this in this project
was partly due to the fact that the machines used limited the possible parameter
configuration range. Also, plant optimization of the process is regularly carried
out so the current parameter settings (which are all within the bounds of the
experimental design) were assumed to be close to the optimal settings. Another
factor in deciding this approach was time constraints. If we were able to vary over
a larger range of parameter settings it is possible that this methodology could be
used to find optimal painting settings instead of as in our experiment only finding
local behaviour around what was believed to be optimal settings.

5.2.6 Choice of Response Variable

In a non-scientific test the panels from the original test was shown to technicians
at the paint lab in pairs. They were asked to indicate which of the panels had
lower N1 and N3 between the two in the pair. They were only accurately able
to assess which had higher values when the difference was higher than around 1.5
units. This is through no fault of the technicians – it is simply very difficult to see
the differences between what constitutes a poor and an okay panel following our
response variable with the naked eye.

There are a wide array of measurement variables used throughout the automo-
tive industry to measure surface structure. Some short work was carried out in
comparing these but choosing an objective and universal variable was seen as out
of the scope of the project. It was decided to use the current response variable
used at Volvo Trucks, N1 and N3, as the response variables. Developing a more
easily interpretable measurement of visual appearance of surface structure that is
applicable to Volvo Trucks is something that should be investigated further. As
mentioned, there already exists several candidates used in other parts of the au-
tomotive industry. Some of these could be good candidates for evaluation. In the
study it was shown that N1 and N3 were highly correlated. It is not certain if this is
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the same amongst all colors or just the color studied. This is something that could
warrant further study. If they are highly correlated amongst all surfaces and colors
it could be argued that having two separate measurements is excessive.

5.2.7 Center Points

The center points of the experimental design was not spaced evenly thoughout the
experiment. Painting the center points spaced evenly through the experimental
runs would have allowed us to capture any possible trend depending on experiment
run for example trends in time, experience etc. If the center runs were spread
evenly through the painting days we could also have measured if there existed
variation between days.

5.2.8 Axial Points

The distance of the axial points to the center point was chosen to achieve a ro-
tatable design in R3, that is 4

√
8. The property of rotatability is desirable as it

makes the prediction variance only depend on the distance of the measured point
to the center point, instead of depending on both distance and angle. However,
achieving a completely rotatable design was not possible in practice due to machine
constraints. Due to the mathematics of the design, it might call for a parameter
setting of 59351.432 rpm, while the machine settings have a resolution of 100 rpm.
Thus, in reality, our prediction variance depends not only on the distance from
the center point, but also on the direction. This makes it so that we can not be
as certain of our predicted effects as we could have been with a true rotatable de-
sign. In our design this effect is very small as presented in Appendix D where we
present scaled prediction variance as a function of distance from the center point
in 3 different directions.

5.3 Possible Implementations

The recommended implementation of this is as a base of knowledge about primer
painting.

It is hard to imagine the results of the project being implemented directly into
the process, seeing as the most significant results come from painting panels in
the lab rather than cabs in the process. It could however serve as an indication
that further research into the subject is warranted and using the results could
guide Volvo Trucks in how to design such an experiments and what parameters to
research.
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5.4 Future Work

The response variables depend on the color of the cab. Two cabs of different color
with visually similar appearance of the surface structure might have different values
of N1 and N3. Because of the difference in the response variables between color
tones we decided to use only one color. We chose the most common paint color,
Winter White (in this report called 1103), for our analysis. Future work regarding
this theme could be to extend the study to include more primer colors and top
coat colors. This would need to be done in order for a future implementation of
the findings into a system in production to be useful.

Throughout the study we have focused on the response variables N1 and N3. They
were chosen as response variables due to the fact that they are what is used at
the plant. Since the measurement instrument outputs more variables it would
be interesting to see which variable, or combination of variables, best correspond
to the visual perception of the structure. It would also be desirable to have an
instrument, or response variable, that measures the structure the same regardless
of color. The laser deflectometry for example have problems measuring effect
coatings, which are coatings like metallic which might have particles in the paint,
accurately.

The variation of the measurements made by the instrument have been very high.
If one intends to study the structure of their trucks going forward we would suggest
looking into alternatives with more consistent measurement results. It would be
beneficial to do this at the same time as investigating the appropriateness of the
response variables.

One could also extend the quality control in production and add structure mea-
surements after the primer painting. This would allow for prediction of the surface
structure of the top coat and the creation of a system indicating when the proba-
bility of a cab falling outside of specifications gets too high, and remove that cab
from the production line for correction. One could also vary the parameters of the
top coat painting process depending on the structure of the primer.

Investigating the feasibility of automatic measuring in more steps of the process
is likely a necessity if one wants to implement any kind of automated quality
control. It would also let Volvo Trucks gather more data about every single truck
in the process. You would not have to infer from measurements on other trucks
which would facilitate future studies like the one that has been conducted in this
project.

When satisfied with the quality of the methods of measurement one could repeat
a similar experiment to the experiment regarding painting parameters carried out
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in this project but in a production environment rather than a lab environment.
Such a study would be used by the plant to gain even more understanding of how
their process variables influence the results in the context of the process. In the
short term this understanding could be used to optimize their processes. In the
long term it can be used to develop a system to vary the top coat painting process
depending on the structure of the primer.
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Appendices

A Selection criteria for structure models.

Figure 13 – Criteria for choosing model for N1 before removing outliers.

Figure 14 – Criteria for choosing model for N1 after removing outliers.
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Figure 15 – Criteria for choosing model for N3 before removing outliers.

Figure 16 – Criteria for choosing model for N3 after removing outliers.
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B Intermediate diagnostic plots for structure mod-
els

Figure 17 – Diagnostic plots for model for N1.
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Figure 18 – Diagnostic plots for model for N3.
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C Boxplots of measurements from parameter ex-
periment

Figure 19 – Boxplot for all measurements in run order (N1)
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Figure 20 – Boxplot for all measurements in run order (N3)
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D Scaled Prediction Variance

Figure 21 – Scaled prediction variance in 3 directions. Black represents direction
[1,0,0], Red represents direction [1,1,0], and Green represents direction [1,1,1]. x1
is Paint Flow, x2 is Bell Speed, and x3 is Temperature.
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